APRIL 2021 SURVEY SNAPSHOT RESULTS
LIFE IN THE “NEW NORMAL”
56% say COVID-19 is never going away
67% say it’s too soon to drop mask mandates
62% are afraid to cough or sneeze in public even if it’s not COVID-19 related
59% are in favor of a “vaccine passport”
33% oppose a “vaccine passport”
76% have already or will soon be receiving the COVID-19 vaccine
46% have already been received the COVID-19 vaccine
30% will soon get the COVID-19 vaccine
14% will not get the COVID-19 vaccine
11% still aren’t sure if they will get the COVID-19 vaccine
59% who haven’t made the decision to get the COVID-19 vaccine are afraid of it
Of those afraid to get vaccinated, 50% say it’s because of the side effects
Of those afraid to get vaccinated, 28% say it’s because of how fast it was created
PANDEMIC LIFE SILVER LININGS
91% say they will miss some aspect of pandemic life
49% will miss all the family time once life resumes back to “normal”
41% will miss only wearing casual clothes
36% will miss not having to commute once they return to in person work
33% will miss using the pandemic as an excuse to not see people
40% will miss getting household chores done during work hours
36% will miss working out during work hours
34% did some kind of virtual workout during the pandemic
61% will continue with virtual workouts post pandemic
HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE
75% think the Medicare age should be lowered to age 60
94% have some kind of health insurance
45% have or know someone who has lost their health insurance during COVID-19
15% have lost their health insurance during COVID-19
30% know someone who has lost their health insurance during COVID-19
40% have employer provided health insurance
46% don’t know their health insurance options should they lose their coverage
INTEGRATING TELEMEDICINE IN THE “NEW NORMAL”
59% have received information about telemedicine from their insurance company
50% have used telemedicine during the COVID-19 pandemic
75% will continue to use telemedicine post COVID-19 pandemic
PAYING THE BILLS
49% would think twice about seeking medical care right now because of cost
46% don’t have enough money saved to cover medical costs should they come down
with an illness like COVID-19
15% aren’t able to pay all their important bills this month
LIFE INSURANCE LIFELINE
58% have a life insurance policy
18% have purchased a life insurance policy because of COVID-19
20% added more coverage to their life insurance policy because of COVID-19
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